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To investigate the neural mechanism of semantic representation and color context binding, we used electroencephalograph time 
frequency and coherence analyses to reveal local and long-range functional coupling in the encoding and retrieval phases of epi-
sodic memory. Fifteen undergraduates participated in the experiment and middle-frequency double-character Chinese words were 
used as stimuli in two types of study-test tasks (context recall and context recognition tests). Significant differences between 
item+context and item in the encoding phase were observed at the electrodes in the frontal region at 600–800 ms by time fre-
quency analysis. Further differences were observed at 800 ms by independent component analysis: the frontal component and the 
coherent component of the triangle phase locking structure among the prefrontal, right parietal and left parietal-occipital regions. 
In the retrieval phase, differences between item+context and item were found on the electrodes at the central parietal and parie-
tal-occipital regions at 400 ms by time frequency analysis, on the parietal-occipital component at 800 ms by independent compo-
nent analysis and on the coherence component of the anterior right hemisphere and parietal-occipital regions at 1400 ms. In con-
clusion, the different effects of encoding and retrieval processing on ‘binding’ are reflected by the differing extents that brain 
regions engaged in cognitive operations. In the retrieval phase in particular, activities of the parietal-occipital region were specifi-
cally associated with ‘binding’, and coherence between frontal and temporal-parietal regions is a common brain activity in epi-
sodic memory. 
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Complex object processing requires dynamic collaboration 
among multiple brain structures. Observations from patient 
and brain imaging studies suggest that encoding information 
into long-term memory depends on frontal and parietal 
lobes [1]. Memorizing central content and episodic context 
of an event may be functionally dissociated and rely on dif-
ferent anatomical regions. Schizophrenia is linked to a defi-
cit in retrieving contextual information and in binding the 
different components of memory together [2]. An important 
goal of memory research is to determine how perceptual 
experiences are transformed into new memories. It is insuf-
ficient to encode content and context independently, and the 

brain has to build ‘binding’ between them to form episodic 
memory of a certain event. However, few studies have ad-
dressed how different brain regions interact during the for-
mation of new memories [1,3,4]. 

According to dynamic approaches of brain function, 
synchronous oscillations reflect an index of sharing infor-
mation among spatially separate brain regions. This method 
emphasizes the interaction of brain areas in cognition activ-
ities [5]. Klimesch et al. [6] reported greater electroenceph-
alograph (EEG) coherence across brain areas during tasks 
that required information integration such as perception, 
sensorimotor integration and working memory. EEG co-
herence reflects the basic neural mechanism of functional 
connectivity across multiple neural structures for perception, 
intentional binding, sensory awareness and even subjective 
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self-perception [1]. 
Synchronization of the theta band was reported to reflect 

the encoding of new information and episodic memory and 
a greater degree of synchronization (neural synchronization 
triggered by the activity of two or more neurons or neural 
ensembles oscillating with a repeated sequence of relative 
phase angles) for remembered words than for forgotten 
words [7]. By contrast, other studies reported that signifi-
cant theta synchronization was only found in later remem-
bered and correctly recognized target words, rather than in 
distract and non-remembered targets. Using the Remem-
ber/Know paradigm, Opitz [8] found that the temporal dy-
namics of theta synchronization were related to the particu-
lar conscious experiences associated with memory retrieval. 
In their recognition test, subjects indicated whether they 
consciously recollected the events in which a word was ear-
lier presented (Remembered) or whether they recognized 
the events on the basis of familiarity (Known) in the ab-
sence of recollection. The authors concluded that an early 
EEG synchronization in the theta band predicted ‘know’ 
while later EEG synchronization predicted ‘remember’. 
Crespo-Garcia et al. [9] reported that the frontal and parietal 
regions promoted successful encoding, and that coherent 
activities between the frontal and parietal areas were corre-
lated with successful recall and recognition of words. Fur-
thermore, successful encoding of the semantic characters of 
a word stimulus required the sharing of information among 
the ventral stream association areas, visual word form areas 
and left frontal regions [1,10]. 

Retrieval of time-spatial information is an important 
property of episodic memory. The hippocampus, prefrontal 
lobe and amygdala are connected in episodic memory. As 
the central part of retrieval, the hippocampus combines dif-
ferent elements of experiences [11]. Discriminating old or 
new in a recognition task is located in the frontal and parie-
tal areas of the brain, which are important for memory in the 
retrieval phase [3]. EEG coherence or phase synchroniza-
tion of neural oscillation reflects the fundamental mecha-
nism by which the brain associates across neural spaces. 
Increases in local synchrony over frontal areas have been 
observed during the encoding of words that were later cor-
rectly identified as old word in an old/new recognition test. 
However, there is no evidence that long-range coherence 
between frontal and parietal regions can separate old/new 
item or true/false recognition. Naghavi et al. [12] reported 
the common frontal-parietal activity in terms of processes 
related to integration of distributed representations in epi-
sodic retrieval. fMRI and PET studies with a variety of de-
signs and experimental conditions have also revealed the 
involvement of the consistent neural signals of frontal and 
parietal regions in episodic memory retrieval. 

In this study we examined the differences between item 
and item+context, and the functional connectivity of differ-
ent brain regions in the encoding and retrieval phases of 
episodic memory. We recorded EEG activities when sub-

jects learned or recognized words in different font colors. In 
the context recall test we classified encoding trials on the 
basis of two levels of later memory performance: trials in 
which the word+color association was successfully encoded 
(WC) and trials in which successful word recognition oc-
curred but without encoding of the associated color (WO 
trials). According to whether subjects could report the color 
of words they learnt, we separated the stimuli into different 
conditions. In the context recognition test we divided stimu-
li into word+color retrieval (hit) and word retrieval (false 
alarm) depending on whether subjects could recognize the 
color. In addition, we assumed that investigation of the in-
teraction of different brain regions would explain the neural 
mechanism of binding. Thus, we adopted BEAST for 
time-frequency, coherence and independent component 
analysis (ICA) [1,13,14]. 

1  Materials and methods 

1.1  Participants 

Fifteen undergraduate students (7 male, mean age = 19.7 
years) from Capital Normal University participated in the 
experiment. All participants were right-handed and had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, with Chinese as their 
first language. 

1.2  Stimuli 

The stimuli were 600 two-character Chinese words with a 
low frequency from 20–80 occurrences/million. The colors 
of words included: Blue (RGB-33, 9, 206), Green (RGB-25, 
148, 50), Red (RGB-165, 23, 25) and Yellow (RGB-182, 
182, 54). Colors were randomly arranged and grouped to 
form 90 words for each color. To reduce interruptions from 
high correlations of word and color, we excluded easily 
imagined words such as ‘green grass’. 

1.3  Procedure 

(i) Context recall test.  First, participants performed a 
four-block context recall test. In the study/encoding phase, 
we presented 40 word-color pairs with a 2000-ms duration 
and an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 1000 ± 100 ms. Sub-
jects were told that the word was the item and the color was 
the corresponding context. Subjects were asked to remem-
ber 40 pairs. After the study phase there was a short distrac-
tion phase in which a 3-digit number was presented, and 
subjects were asked to subtract backwards by 3 and gave 
vocal reports for 60 s. In the test/retrieval phase we pre-
sented 80 white probe words, half old and half new. The 
duration and ISI of the words were identical within the 
study phase. Subjects were asked to indicate whether the 
probe word was new or old, and they should report the color 
of old words that they had learned (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1  Context recall test procedure. Half of the words were old and 
half were new in the test phase. Subjects indicated whether the word was 
new or old. After an ‘old’ response, subjects spoke the color of word. 

(ii) Context recognition test.  After the context recall 
test, 4 study-test blocks of the context recognition test were 
performed. In the study/encoding phase, we presented 50 
word-color pairs. Subjects were told that the word was the 
item and that the color was the corresponding context, and 
they were asked to remember the 50 pairs. After the study 
phase there was a short distraction task for 60 s. In the 
test/retrieval phase we presented 70 probe word-color pairs, 
50 old and 20 new. When compared with the study phase, 
30 word-color pairs were old words with different colors, 
while 20 pairs were old words with the same color. Subjects 
were required to discriminate whether the word was old or 
new, and for the old word they should indicate whether the 
color was the same. Old words with the same color required 
a key press, while old words with a different color or a new 
word required a different key press (Figure 2). 

1.4  EEG recordings and data analysis 

We used the study-test paradigm to investigate the different 
effects of encoding and retrieval on the neural mechanism 
of binding. In the context recall experiment, we investigated 
the effect of encoding on binding and only analyzed the 
EEGs of the encoding phase. According to whether subjects  
 

 

Figure 2  Context recognition test procedure. Subjects indicated whether 
the word-color pairs were the same between the study and test phases. 
Same pairs required one key press, while an old word with different color 
pairs or with new word pairs required a different key press. 

correctly reported the color of ‘old’ words, we separated 
stimuli into word+color and word conditions in the encod-
ing phase. In the context recognition experiment we inves-
tigated the effects of retrieval on binding and only analyzed 
the EEGs of the retrieval phase. After a ‘hit’ response (i.e., 
correct response to the same word+color pairs) we classified 
this type of stimuli as a successful retrieval of word and 
color. By contrast, after a ‘false alarm’ response (i.e., incor-
rect responses to the old words with different colors) we 
classified this type of stimuli as a retrieval of word only 
because the subjects failed to recognize the color. 

EEG recordings were recorded from 62 Ag/AgCl elec-
trodes embedded in a cap of ESI-64-channel electrophysi-
ology recording analysis system. The electrodes were lo-
cated according to an extension of the international 10-20 
system. Vertical electrooculography (EOG) was recorded 
by the electrodes placed directly above and below the su-
pra-orbital of left eye, and horizontal EOG was monitored 
via a bipolar montage at the outer canthi of both eyes. Ref-
erence electrodes were located on left and right mastoids. 
The ground electrode was between Fpz and Fz. The imped-
ances between scalp and electrodes were kept below 8 kΩ. 
EEG signals were filtered with a band-pass of 0.05–100 Hz 
and sampled at a rate of 500 Hz. 

First, we removed artifacts from the EOG channels and 
filtered EEG signals with a high-pass of 0.5 Hz zero phases 
in the off-line analysis. Second, we processed data with 
BEAST v2.0, which is based on Matlab [1,13]. The function 
of BEAST was to extract a different frequency from the 
EEG data and to perform ICA and coherent analysis ac-
cording to local and long-range neural synchronized activi-
ties. Spatial ICA was used to decompose the time-frequency 
(TF) and coherence data into spatially correlated compo-
nents. ICA was used to reduce the quantity of EEG data into 
spatially independent components. ICA provides a ‘blind’ 
solution to separate statistically independent signals, with-
out the constraint of orthogonalizing the factors intrinsic to 
principal component analysis. Coherence analysis measures 
the similarity of EEG signals in the frequency domain. Nu-
merous studies have demonstrated that coherence analysis is 
an effective tool to investigate functional connectivity be-
tween cognitive processes of different cortical regions. EEG 
coherence is the synchronism of various frequencies in dif-
ferent brain regions and indicates whether identical EEG 
frequency signals recorded from different brain areas are 
independent or dependent. Coherence analysis has a crucial 
role in understanding the functional connectivity in spatial 
relations within the whole brain. 

BEAST data processing consists of three stages: (i) sig-
nal preprocessing: EEG data were baseline corrected by 
subtracting the mean amplitude of the −500 to 0 ms window 
from the entire epoch, and the ‘induced’ theta activity re-
mained; (ii) TF decomposition: All the epochs were Morlet 
wavelet-transformed between 4 and 8 Hz, generating mean 
TF information for each condition, at each electrode, for 
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each subject; (iii) coherence: Because of the quantity of 
computation, coherence was calculated for a set of 20/81 
electrodes (FPZ, AF3, AF4, F7, F8, FCZ, FC3, FC4, C1, C2, 
T7, T8, CP3, CP4, PZ, P7, P8, PO3, PO4, and OZ) [1,13], 
and these electrodes provided full scalp sites with at least 6 
cm between any given electrode pairs. 

2  Results 

2.1  Behavioral analyses 

A 2×3 repeated-measure ANOVA of accuracy rate consist-
ing of tasks (context recall and context recognition) × 
memory conditions (word, word+color, new word) was 
conducted (Table 1). There were significant main effects for 
tasks [F(1,14) = 24.60, P < 0.01] and memory conditions 
[F(2,28) = 105.67, P < 0.01], and significant interactions 
among the tasks×memory conditions [F(2,28) = 21.79, P < 
0.01]. The main effect analysis revealed that in the 
word+color condition there was a significant difference 
between context recall and context recognition [F(1,14) = 
51.26, P < 0.01]. There were significant differences among 
the word, word+color and new word conditions in the con-
text recall test [F(2,28) = 114.38, P < 0.01] and in the con-
text recognition test [F(2,28) = 79.96, P < 0.01]. In addition, 
in post hoc analyses there were significant differences for 
word+color to word, new word to word and new word to 
word+color [Ps < 0.01]. 

We performed a 2×3 repeated-measure ANOVA of reac-
tion time for tasks (context recall and context recognition) × 
memory conditions (word, word+color, new word). There 
was a significant main effect of the tasks [F(2,28) = 28.79, 
P < 0.01], but no main effect for the memory condition and 
no significant interactions among the tasks×memory condi-
tions. Post hoc analysis reveals that there were significant 
differences for word+color to word, new word to word and 
new word to word+color [Ps < 0.01]. 

2.2  TF and coherence analyses 

(i) Local theta activity in the encoding phase: electrode-wise 
analysis.  We compared different brain activities between 
word+color and word in the encoding phase, and deter-
mined the mean spectral power in the theta band between 0 
and 1400 ms poststimulus interpolated across the scalp for 
each of the two conditions. We chose the 5 electrodes that 
corresponded to the greatest significance for each compari-
son (Figure 3(a) and (b)), and determined the frontal brain 

activities for the word+color condition (Figure 3(a), left) 
and right parietal-occipital brain activities for the word con-
dition (Figure 3(a), right). Differences between the WC and 
WO trials were mainly observed at the left prefrontal, 
frontal-parietal and parietal electrodes (Figure 3(b)). The 
time courses of theta band activity for three representative 
electrodes (FP2, AF4 and AF7) are shown in Figure 3(c). 
Mean spectral power (in z scores) across time (x-axis, from 
0−1400 ms poststimulus) and frequency (y-axis, from 4−8 
Hz) is plotted for each electrode for the WC (left) and WO 
(right) conditions. We found variation in the times of theta 
band activities for the WC and WO conditions. According 
to the comparison of mean power spectrum for each condi-
tion in the 0–1400 ms window, we obtained the five elec-
trodes that showed the greatest differences (Figure 3(a) and 
(b)). The criteria for selecting the representative electrodes 
were a significant difference between conditions in the sin-
gle electrode comparison and having one of the greatest 
differences (Figure 3(b)). In Figure 3(d), TF significance 
maps show P values for TF pixels reaching a P < 0.05 
threshold for the comparison WC > WO. A theta increase 
was initially seen in all conditions (Figure 3(c)). However, 
this response was more sustained in the WC trials in the 
200–800 ms window, and less extended for WO in the 
200–400 ms time window. Thus, significant differences 
correlating to successful encoding mainly occurred late in 
the epoch of 600–800 ms at 5–6 Hz (Figure 3(d)). 

(ii) Local theta activity in encoding: ICA.  According to 
the ICA of the word+color and word conditions in the en-
coding phase, results showed that the frontal (component 1) 
and parietal-occipital (component 2) components accounted 
for the greatest percentage of variance (2.89% for compo-
nent 1 and 6.04% for component 2; Figure 4(a)). The TF 
profile of the activations of component 1 showed a robust 
and sustained poststimulus theta response for WC and WO 
in the 0–400 ms window (Figure 4(b), left), and the theta 
response receded for WO in the 400–800 ms window at 6–8 
Hz (Figure 4(b), left down). There was a significant differ-
ence between WC and WO at 800 ms between 7–8 Hz 
(Figure 4(c), left). For component 2, the TF profile of the 
activations showed a robust and sustained poststimulus the-
ta response for WC and WO in the 0–200 ms window at 6–8 
Hz and in the 200–400 ms window at 4–6 Hz (Figure 4(b), 
right). However, there were no significant differences be-
tween WC and WO (Figure 4(c), right). Other components 
also accounted for a high percentage of variance, but 
showed no significant differences between WC>WO, which 
was the same as for that in component 2. 

Table 1  Accuracy rate and mean reaction time of context recall and context recognition tests (standard errors in brackets) 

 
Word 

 
Word+color 

 
New word 

AP (%) RT (ms) AP (%) RT (ms) AP (%) RT (ms) 

Context recall 27.72 (0.03) 1077 (86) 53.78 (0.04) 952 (58) 90.33 (0.02) 810 (27) 

Context recognition 25.40 (0.03) 1163 (55) 72.20 (0.03) 971 (32) 92.73 (0.02) 888 (28) 
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Figure 3  Time-frequency analysis of local frontal theta activities. (a) Mean theta power across the whole epoch for WC (left) and WO (right). (b) Brain 
regions showing significant differences in theta power for the comparison WC>WO. Scale refers to percentage of pixels reaching P < 0.05 significance. (c) 
Mean time-frequency profiles of theta-band activity for three representative electrodes. (d) Regions of time-frequency space showing significant differences 
for the comparisons. 

(iii) Long-range theta activity in the encoding phase: ICA.  
We used 20 of the 64 electrodes to form 190 electrode pairs 
to compute coherence. Consistent with previous studies 
[1,13], to reduce the 190 electrode pairings to a manageable 
number of components, we employed spatial ICA with 10 
components. We plotted the seven electrodes with the high-
est weights (grey lines) on top of the total component 
weights for each electrode interpolated across the scalp. We 
selected 8 electrode pairs with high weights by permutation 
and combination of 7 electrodes. We chose standards from 
10 components, including the components showing signifi-
cant differences between the different conditions, brain are-
as based on previous studies and those showing the greatest 
variation [1,13]. According to the coherent ICA of the 
word+color and word conditions in the encoding phase, the 
results show that one component accounts for the greatest 
percentage of variance (14.8%, Figure 5(a)). All 8 of the 
electrode pairings showed phase locking within a triangle 
network encompassing prefrontal, right parietal and left 
parietal-occipital electrode sites: FPZ-PO3, FPZ-PO4, 
FPZ-P8, AF3-P8, AF4-PO3, AF4-OZ, AF4-PO4 and 
AF4-P8 (Figure 5(a)). The results show mean ‘corrected’ 
coherence across TF space. Coherence began at stimulus 
onset in the theta (5–7 Hz) and alpha (8–12 Hz) bands for 
the WC and WO conditions (Figure 5(b)). The results of 

coherence show a robust and sustained poststimulus theta 
response for WC at 0–500 ms in the theta and alpha bands, 
and after 500 ms in the alpha band (Figure 5(b)). Further-
more, coherent activities were weak for WO at 400–900 ms 
(Figure 5(b)). There was a significant difference between 
WC and WO at 800 ms between 9 and 11 Hz (Figure 5(c)). 

(iv) Local theta activity in the retrieval phase: elec-
trode-wise analysis.  We determined the different brain 
activities among the word+color, word and new word con-
ditions in the retrieval phase, and presented the mean spec-
tral power in the theta band between 0 and 1400 ms. The 
parietal-occipital brain activities were greater for the WC 
condition (Figure 6(a), left), prefrontal brain activities were 
greater for the WO condition (Figure 6(a), middle) and pa-
rietal-occipital brain activities were greater for the NEW 
condition (Figure 6(a), right). Differences among WC, WO 
and NEW trials were mainly observed at the right hemi-
sphere electrodes (Figure 6(b)), showing central-parietal at 
the right hemisphere and parietal-occipital regions for 
WC>WO (Figure 6(b), left), prefrontal at the right hemi-
sphere and frontal-temporal regions for WC<WO (Figure 
6(b), middle), and temporal at right hemisphere and central 
regions for WC>NEW (Figure 6(b), right). The time courses 
of theta-band activity for the 3 representative electrodes 
(CP4, FT8 and C6) are shown in Figure 6(c). There were  
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Figure 4  ICA of local theta activity. (a) Scalp distribution of ICA components 1 and 2. The scale refers to the ICA weight. (b) Mean time-frequency for 
each component for each condition. (c) Areas of time-frequency space showing significant differences for the comparison WC > WO. 

 

Figure 5  ICA of long-range theta coherence. (a) The component showing significant differences between conditions. The 8 electrode pairings are those 
with the highest weights. The color represents the weights of ICA. (b) Mean corrected coherence across time-frequency space for the component. (c) Areas 
of time-frequency space that show a high coherence for the comparison WC>WO. 

variations in the theta band activities for WC, WO and 
NEW conditions with time from the onset of stimulus. 

The theta response of WC was more persistent and con-
tinuous than WO in the epoch of 200–600 ms (Figure 6(c)). 
There were significant differences among the comparisons 

WC>WO, WC<WO, and WC>NEW at 400 ms between 5 
and 7 Hz (Figure 6(d), left), at 1200 ms between 4 and 5 Hz 
(Figure 6(d), middle) and at 400 ms between 6 and 7 Hz 
(Figure 6(d), right). 

(v) Local theta activity in the retrieval phase: ICA.  Ac- 
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Figure 6  Time-frequency analysis of local frontal theta activities. (a) Mean theta power across the epoch for WC (left), WO (middle) and NEW (right). (b) 
Brain regions showing significant differences in theta power for the comparisons WC > WO (left), WC < WO (middle) and WC > NEW (right). (c) Mean 
time-frequency profile of theta-band activity for three representative frontal electrodes. (d) Regions of TF space showing significant differences for the 
comparisons. 

cording to the ICA of WC, WO and NEW conditions in the 
retrieval phase, the parietal-occipital (component 1, Figure 
7(a), left) and frontal (component 2, Figure 7(a), right) 
components accounted for the greatest percentage of vari-
ance (4.04% for component 1 and 2.59% for component 2). 
The TF profile of the activations of component 2 shows a 
robust and sustained poststimulus theta response for WC, 
WO and NEW in the 0–300 ms window. Further, activation 
of component 1 exhibited a theta response for WC, WO and 
NEW beginning at 300 ms and continuing in the 300–600 
ms and 800–1000 ms windows (Figure 7(b)). There were 
significant differences between the comparisons WC>WO 

and WC<WO at 800 ms between 6 and 8 Hz (Figure 7(c), 
component 1, left) and in the 800–1000 ms window at 4–5 
Hz (Figure 7(c), component 2, middle). However, there 
were no significant differences between WC>NEW for 
components 1 and 2 (Figure 7(c)). 

(vi) Long-range theta activity in the retrieval phase: ICA.  
Results show that the component accounting for the greatest 
percentage of variance (7.3%) exhibited significant differ-
ences between WC and WO in the retrieval phase (Figure 
8(a)). All eight electrode pairings with the greatest weights 
of this component showed phase locking between the 
frontal and parietal-occipital electrode sites of the right  
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Figure 7  ICA of local theta activities. (a) Scalp distribution of ICA components 1 and 2. (b) Mean component activations for each component for each 
condition. (c) Areas of time-frequency space showing significant differences for the comparisons across the different conditions. 

 

Figure 8  ICA of long-range theta coherence. (a) The component showing significant differences between conditions. (b) Mean corrected coherence across 
time-frequency space for the component. (c) Areas of time-frequency space showing a high coherence for the comparisons across different conditions. 

hemisphere: FCZ-OZ, FCZ-PO4, FC4-PO3, FC4-OZ, FC4- 
PO4, FC4-P6, F8-PO4 and F8-P6. According to the coher-
ent ICA, there was a robust and sustained theta coherent 
response for WC and WO from 300−1400 ms (Figure 8(b)). 
This component showed significant differences in coher-
ence for the comparison WC>WO peaking at 1400 ms be-
tween 4 and 5 Hz (Figure 8(c)). 

3  Discussion 

According to our behavioral analyses, we found that for the 
NEW condition, reaction time was shorter and accuracy rate 
was higher in both the context recall test and the context 
recognition test, which is consistent with other studies [15]. 
One explanation is that the old-new effect reflects retrieving 
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an item or ignoring the context. In addition, a shorter reac-
tion time and a higher accuracy rate were observed by 
comparing item+context with item in the two tasks. In the 
context recall task, subjects were asked to make a ‘remem-
ber’ response after recalling the context and a ‘know’ re-
sponse when forgetting the context. In other words, there 
was an extra retrieval attempt before the response. In the 
context recognition task the results are consistent with other 
studies reporting that the hit rates were higher for matched 
item+context responses (word+color condition), while false 
alarm was lower for unmatched item+context responses 
(word condition) [8]. Moreover, the longer reaction time for 
item condition reflects the false recognition process [16,17]. 

3.1  The synchronized neural activities of item+context 
binding in the encoding phase 

The increases of theta band power in the epoch of 600–700 
ms for the comparison item+context (word+color) with item 
(word) reflect specific activities for the encoding of 
item+context binding (Figure 3), which is consistent with 
previous studies [1]. Theta synchronized activities were 
reported to increase in the encoding phase within the frontal 
regions in which were later identified as old word in 
old/new recognition. This continuous frontal theta response 
predicted the successful encoding of words, which reflected 
the encoding of new information, attention demand, task 
difficulty, increased cognition demand in episodic memory 
and rehearsal or elaboration in verbal working memory 
[10,18]. According to local theta ICA, the frontal compo-
nent showed a significant difference between item+context 
and item at 800 ms (Figure 4). An fMRI study reported that 
activation in the right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44, corre-
sponding to the place of our electrode F8) predicted suc-
cessful encoding of word+color [19]. An ERP study com-
pared ‘remember > know’ responses and found significant 
differences in the right anterior frontal region in the 
400–600 ms time window [8]. One explanation is that a 
‘top-down’ control mechanism located in the prefrontal lobe 
contributes to deciding what perceptual information should 
be processed and form episodic memory trace in the epi-
sodic encoding phase [4,9,20]. In each phase of the percep-
tual processing, a ‘control’ mechanism in the frontal area 
selects perceptual representations and rejects other infor-
mation synchronously, reflecting the different neural signals 
between successful and unsuccessful encoding. Forming 
long-term memory is the function of the medial temporal 
lobe, where the perceptual information is finally accessed, 
and where the episodic details are integrated [11,21]. 

3.2  The synchronized neural activities of comparing 
item+context binding with item in the retrieval phase 

In the present study, we compared item > item+context in 
the late window (after 1000 ms) located in the frontal sites, 

and found that the theta activities in local frontal regions 
were relative to the retrieval of an item (Figure 6). Using 
ICA, we examined component 2 in the prefrontal areas 
(Figure 7) compared with false memory. We demonstrated 
that the frontal component was engaged in judgment pro-
cessing in the retrieval phase. In case where participants 
made a false alarm response (i.e., in the test phase subjects 
failed to recognize the old words that appeared in a different 
color from the study phase), we considered that they did not 
retrieve the context information. Previous behavioral and 
neural imaging studies have revealed the different neural 
mechanism of true and false memory. For example, falsely 
recognized events that participants did not experience have 
been predicted by the activities in left prefrontal lobe be-
cause source monitor processing is absent when making 
false recognition [16,20]. Word materials have also been 
used to determine EEG activities between true and false 
memories, and the ERP waveform was shown to be more 
negative when comparing false alarms with hits in the 
frontal and parietal lobe areas [17]. Furthermore, when par-
ticipants thought they answered correctly with a high con-
fidence but in fact made a wrong response, the increased 
activities in the frontal-parietal region were found related to 
‘familiarity’ and not ‘recollection’ [22]. 

In addition, the theta response in the parietal-occipital 
region is connected with the retrieval of item+context (Fig-
ure 6). The difference between item+context and item is 
located in the central parietal region at the 400 ms window, 
which is similar to comparing item+context with new item. 
Recent studies showed that the theta power of ‘remember’ 
was greater in the 450–650 ms window, which was related 
to the increase of consciousness or attention. Increased theta 
power reflects the complicated circuits of the hippocam-
pus-cortex in the ‘remember’ response and the activities of 
the perirhinal cortex and medial dorsal nucleus of the thal-
amus in the ‘know’ response [8,23]. Moreover, ICA con-
firmed that the right parietal-occipital component was sig-
nificantly different between item+context and item in the 
800 ms window (Figure 7, component 1). Cycowicz et al. 
[24] discovered the episodic memory effect (EM) or 
old-new effect, which indicates that the difference between 
correct recognition of old items and correct rejection of new 
items reaches a maximum in the parietal-occipital region. 
Context processing in the learning phase is located in parie-
tal-occipital brain regions, which reflects the searching or 
retrieval of context (color). EM effects peaked at the 
800–1000 ms window, which reflects recovering the context 
of picture in the context retrieval task. Parietal activities 
have also reported to increase when comparing recognition 
of old items (hits) with correct rejection of new items, false 
recognition of new items (false alarm) and forgetting old 
items (miss) in episodic retrieval [25]. In summary, this 
increasing of parietal activities exists in different materials, 
response conditions and tasks. Bilateral and central-parietal 
are related to remembering experience i.e., when recollection 
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of event and details of context occurs, activation of parietal 
increase. There are two explanations for the EM effect: 
searching or retrieval item+context and retrieval ‘binding’ 
information. The partial-occipital region is important to 
retrieval context and binding information. Opitz [8] reported 
that one strategy was imaging item+context to decide 
whether it was matched or unmatched in context retrieval; 
when unmatched it was hard to recall. Binding information 
contributes to making correct responses, while item and 
context appear at the same time in the test rather than pre-
senting item independent or item with different context. 

3.3  The coherent analysis of binding activities in the 
encoding and retrieval phases 

We observed long-range theta coherent activities between 
the frontal and parietal-occipital electrodes (Figure 5). A 
similar study observed significant different coherent com-
ponent between CB1 (P7 in this study) and AF3 [1]. In ad-
dition, other study reported the function of the ventral asso-
ciation region in semantic retrieval [26]. One possibility is 
that neurons exhibit sustained firing at the theta rhythm 
phase in the left frontal structures in item encoding, which 
elicits a phase-locked response from neurons in the left pa-
rietal-occipital association regions. This activity may form a 
correlated neural integration during item encoding, which 
contributes to item successful encoding i.e., it is more likely 
for the increasing coherent activities between two brain ar-
eas to generate a ‘remember’ response than for increasing 
coherent activities in a local brain region [27]. 

Consistent with a recent study [1], we confirmed that 
sustained frontal-parietal coherence occurred in the lower 
alpha band (9–11 Hz) at approximately 800 ms, which pre-
dicted the binding activities of item+context according to 
ICA between item+context and item in the encoding phase. 
Previous ERP studies reported that the right frontal and pa-
rietal-occipital activities in the late epoch of encoding re-
flected the neural integration of the two regions and pre-
dicted the ‘remember’ response of words [28]. A working 
memory study also reported coherent activities between the 
frontal and parietal-occipital regions, which are related to 
word encoding in successful recall and recognition [29]. 
Current models of working memory assume that parie-
tal-occipital perceptual and association areas exhibit sus-
tained activity through connection with the prefrontal area 
during short-term storage. Frontal lobe regions act as an 
intentional ‘pointer’ that maintains representations in the 
parietal-occipital area online and proceeds semantic elabo-
ration. The synchronized activities of the theta band has an 
important role in the interaction between the anterior and 
parietal-occipital regions during working memory mainte-
nance and elaboration, suggesting the possibility of entering 
into long-term memory [6,10]. In the present study, ICA of 
coherence in the retrieval phase showed a significant dif-
ference in the frontal-occipital component that was centered 

at 1400 ms in the lower theta band when comparing item + 
context with item (Figure 8). A previous neural imaging 
study demonstrated that the frontal and parietal lobes are 
activated when we recall experienced events, and true 
recognition requires the functional connectivity of those 
regions [13]. The models of working memory indicate that 
the representations of sensory information in the parietal 
region are activated by executive control mechanisms of the 
frontal lobe, and this mechanism is engaged in reactivating 
details of sensory representations. 

Some studies have investigated frontal and parie-
tal-occipital coherent activities in the gamma band in the 
encoding phase, where they assumed that the activities re-
flected the functional ‘binding’ among temporal-spatial in-
formation in scenes, representations of inter- and intra- se-
mantic memory and the intentions of subjects [30]. In the 
retrieval phase, frontal-occipital coherence has been shown 
to be related to functional ‘binding’ of the representations 
elicited by the visual scenes that were similar to the previ-
ous episode [5]. The connections between the prefrontal and 
parietal-occipital regions (including parietal, parietal-oc- 
cipital and occipital areas) reflected the interaction between 
central executive and storage. When neurons in the prefron-
tal region integrated different features in encoding and re-
trieval processing, long-range connection has a crucial role 
in the working memory [28,31,32]. According to anatomical 
studies, there is a high connectivity between the frontal and 
parietal areas. For example, when the parietal cortex of the 
stump-tailed monkey was cooled, activities of neurons in 
the prefrontal decreased correspondingly [12]. These results 
illustrate the functional interaction of two brain regions, and 
prove that the functions of the parietal and prefrontal re-
gions were for storage and maintenance or updating, sepa-
rately. 

3.4  The neural mechanisms of binding activities be-
tween the encoding and retrieval phases 

From the time course analyses of the encoding and retrieval 
phases, we discovered that the difference of ICA of TF ap-
peared early while the difference of coherent analysis ap-
peared late when comparing item+context with item. In the 
encoding phase the difference in the frontal component was 
centered at 800 ms, and the difference in the frontal-parietal 
coherent component was centered at 800–1000 ms. We 
considered that the frontal component in the theta band at 
800 ms was specifically associated with successful encod-
ing of item+context binding [1]. According to the time 
course, coherent activities between the frontal and parie-
tal-occipital regions appeared soon after the stimulus onset, 
but the difference between item+context > item appeared 
later. From this point of view, we conclude that the func-
tional connection is a dynamic activity. When one region is 
insufficient for the current demand of task, the coherent 
activities are inclined to decrease. In the retrieval phase the 
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difference in the parietal-occipital component was centered 
at 700–900 ms, while the frontal-parietal coherent compo-
nent was centered at 1400 ms. Recognition is a ‘reactiva-
tion’ process which includes retrieval attempt i.e., when 
subjects recall context information, if parietal brain region 
does not satisfy the demand of task then there is no suc-
cessful retrieval of context. Coherent activities will decrease 
after several failures of retrieval when subjects are not ca-
pable of finishing the task. We assumed that the parie-
tal-occipital component in the theta band at 700–900 ms is 
specifically associated with successful retrieval of item+ 
context binding [24]. 

One explanation of binding activities among different 
brain regions is that a tripartite system exists with coopera-
tive interactions between the PFC, hippocampus or medial 
temporal lobe area (MTL) and the parietal-occipital cortex 
[9,11,21,33−35]. The top-down control of PFC provides 
selection, modification and elaboration of the representa-
tions in the parietal-occipital cortex within the encoding 
process, and provides memory search and information se-
lection from the parietal-occipital cortex in the retrieval 
process. The PFC may indirectly interact with the MTL, 
such that representations are controlled by the PFC and 
stored via the MTL in the parietal-occipital cortex. More- 
over, the prefrontal cortex and the perirhinal and entorhinal 
cortices are strongly reciprocally connected, which leads to 
a direct interaction. A possible functional explanation of the 
direct interaction is the role in the integration and combina-
tion of spatial and temporal context of events. In addition, 
the PFC is capable of integrating the outcomes of diverse 
cognitive operations and controlling processing according to 
spatial and temporal context demands. In other words, direct 
access from the PFC to the MTL may provide the contextu-
al information to transform into a spatial-temporal specific 
episodic memory trace. 

4  Conclusions 

In summary, the frontal component is a crucial neural 
mechanism for binding in the encoding phase when com-
paring item+context with item. However, the success of 
context retrieval depends on the parietal-occipital brain re-
gion. In addition, we found a common frontal and parie-
tal-occipital network in the encoding and retrieval phases, 
and determined activities in this network were dynamically 
connected. However, if one region does not satisfy the cur-
rent task demands, coherent activities were inclined to de-
crease. We confirmed that the different effects of encoding 
and retrieval processing on ‘binding’ are reflected by the 
different extents of brain regions engaged in cognitive oper-
ations. In the retrieval phase in particular, activities of the 
parietal-occipital region that were specifically associated 
with ‘binding’, and coherence between the frontal and tem-
poral-parietal regions were common brain activities in epi-

sodic memory. 
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